12.10.2022 WEDNESDAY

TERM 4, WEEK 1

ST MARY STAR OF THE SEA
IMPORTANT DATES

PRAYER

TERM 4
Week 1
13th Oct

Week 2

19th Oct
21st Oct

Graduation Mass and Dinner

Kindy - Better Beginnings
11am - Library
PS Assembly
Led by Yr 3
Primary School Disco

Week 3
25th Oct
26th Oct

Yr 3 - 10 Swimming Carnival
Socktober
Bookclub order forms due

Lorem
ipsum dolor sit
Week 4
OLNA Week
amet,
consectetur
4th Nov
PS Assembly
adipiscing Ledelit,
do
by Yr 2 sed
eiusmod tempor incididunt
ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua..................
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
Dear Parents, Teachers and Friends,
Welcome back to our last term for 2022. This is an especially important term for learning as students catch up on some
understandings that need further consolidation. During this term, it is important for parents to encourage their children to
ask questions of their teachers before they make the move to their next grade. Many students are a little nervous heading
into a new school year; the confidence that they have learnt all they need to be to be successful at the next level is a great
way to allay such fear. Parents’ role in this is critical to provide the support and structures at home to ensure children are
well prepared for their next move.
CANTEEN CHANGES
From the beginning of next year, students will be issued with, or have stored at the canteen, a debit card which can be used
to purchase items from the canteen. For this to occur, there will need to be credit loaded to the card, and there will no
longer any debt accrued as has occurred in the past. This change has come about for a number of reasons. Firstly, students
have been accruing debt that parents have been unaware of until a significant debt needs to be settled, secondly Mrs Radz
has had to upkeep a ledger for each student who purchases something from the canteen in this manner, and finally, the
students are not learning good financial literacy skills by accruing debt.
Further information regarding the issuing of cards and loading with credit will be forthcoming.
GRADUATION MASS AND DINNER
This Thursday evening, we farewell our Year 12 students for the last time with a Graduation Mass beginning at 5:00 pm
followed by dinner at the Dalmacija Club.
SWIMMING CARNIVAL
The St Mary Star of the Sea College faction swimming carnival will be held on Tuesday, 25th October for all Year 3 – 11
students. Details regarding starting times and finishes will be forwarded soon.
LEADERSHIP CHANGE
Mrs Emily Holla has assumed the acting Head of Primary role as Mrs Trudy Cox is taking leave this term. We wish Mrs Cox all
the best during her time off and we’re sure Mrs Holla will do a terrific job during this time.
PRIMARY DISCO
There is a primary disco happening on the evening of the 21st October. Please see the attached flyer for details.
ANNUAL COMMUNITY MEETING
The St Mary Star of the Sea Annual Community Meeting is being held on the evening of Tuesday 15th November beginning
at 6:30 pm. If there are any community members who would like to join the School Advisory Council, please register your
expression of interest with the office.

Steve O’Halloran
Principal
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FROM THE HEAD OF SECONDARY
As Term 4 arrives, we are hopeful everyone had a chance to recharge and create new memories over the holiday period.
After a rather surprising end to Term 3 with an unexpected public holiday thrown into the middle of the week, we still
managed to hold a school ball and our leavers ceremony.
2022 Year 12 Graduation Ball
Due to the generosity of Sunset Café who allowed us to continue with our plans of the school ball at their venue with no
additional costs or alterations to the timeframe, our School Ball was held on September 22. The venue was beautiful thanks
to the efforts of Mrs Punch and our female Year 11 and 12 students, decked out in a 1920s theme.A big thank you to the staff
and parents who also made an effort to attend in the afternoon of their day off to help set up. As the evening approached,
our professional photographer (Mrs Megan Bayard) was set up and snapping away as our students and their partners started
to arrive in a variety of different transport types and in their finery. They certainly are a very spunky group of students!
The students behaved impeccably and were involved in the events of the evening (particularly the delicious food!). There
were several awards handed out over the evening with Musical Chairs (Kura Dinh), Dancing Statues (Robert Luis, Eisma
Mirza), Best Slow-Dancing Couple (Bridget Anderson and Seth West), DJ Award (Candace Campbell), Dancing King (Rhylee
Tassone), Dancing Queen (Abby Bayard), Social Butterfly (Chloe Fernihough) and of course our Bonnie (Abby Punch) and
Clyde (Eisma Mirza).
We would like to thank the students who stayed and assisted with the packing up before they left, as well as the teachers
who assisted with supervision on the night. A big thank you to Megan Bayard for giving her time to not only take photos for
the students but also to provide digital copies of the photos to each of the students in attendance. And of course, a HUGE
thank you to Sunset Café for being so wonderfully accommodating throughout the whole process. The food was superb and
the staff were so wonderfully friendly throughout the whole evening.
Final School Day for Our Year 12 Leavers
Despite the late evening before with the school ball, our Year 12 students attended school the next morning for the very last
day of their school life! Leading up to the final day, our Year 12s entertained us with their various clothing choices; Monday
was Bogan Day, Tuesday was Tradie Day, Wednesday was Pyjama Day (and of course Thursday was glamour day!!) with
Friday being the last day of their school uniform.
While plans were being made for their send off, students spent time with their class teachers for the last time. At 11.30am,
the Year 12s were brought to the old school bell and had the privilege of each ringing the bell to signify to the school (and
the local community) that their send-off was commencing.
All staff, students and special guests entered the hall as we presented our Year 12s with their leavers hat, a graduation poem,
a survival kit for the future and finally the final song was played as our current students created a pathway from the hall to
the front school gates. At the ending of the song, the Year 12s paired up and walked through the pathway between the other
students who blew bubbles as they passed. After they passed through the front gates, the gates were closed!
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FROM THE HEAD OF SECONDARY
Graduation Dinner
On Thursday night, we have our celebration of all the work and opportunities the students have taken part in over the past
13 years, but in particular, the last two years.
A graduation mass will take place in the church followed by a celebratory meal and presentation to be held at the Dalmacija
Club.
Good Standing Day
After our Year 12 students who made their final farewell on the last day of school, our Year 7 – 11 students participated in a
challenge of ‘Capture the Flag’ as their Good Standing activity. With males vs females (who won!) and then Year 9 and 10
versing Year 7 and 8 (who won).There were some very industrious, persistent and resilient efforts shown!
As we look toward the calendar of Term 4, we are in for another busy term and we look forward to the challenges and
opportunities that present themselves in Term 4.
Looking forward to Term 4!!
Kind regards
Narelle Holtham
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FROM THE HEAD OF PRIMARY
Welcome back to a new term!
It is time for me to get back into it after a few years at home with my young children. I have been a classroom teacher with
St Mary’s for 8 years, so I decided it was the right time to dive into something new and challenging. I will be covering for Mrs
Trudy Cox as Acting Head of Primary for the duration of Term 4 this year. I feel grateful for the excellent opportunity and
excited about the challenge of a new role to me.

“You can’t start the next chapter of your life if you keep re-reading the last one.”
The thought of tackling something new and unknown can be
daunting. This happens every day for students as they
grapple with new content and concepts in the classroom.
The important thing to remember, is to give it your best shot.
Yes, sometimes easier said than done! Seeing students
display grit makes us immensely proud. Grit means to display
passion and perseverance for long-term goals. Being able to
continue trying in the face of challenges is a very admirable
trait.

The term ahead is sure to be a busy one! We have some wonderful events happening to contribute to the life and spirit of the
school such as Swimming Carnivals, incursions, Graduation, the Sacrament of First Reconciliation, the season of Advent,
book awards and the Christmas Concert, just to name a few. Our core business here at St Mary’s is teaching and learning.
This Term is the time for our students to give learning their all, and prove to their teachers what they are truly capable of.

Just give it your best shot!
I look forward to the challenge of a busy term ahead, working with the staff, students and parents within the St Mary’s
community. Thank you for making me feel so welcome already.
Mrs Emily Holla
Acting Head of Primary
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ACC ATHLETICS REPORT
Day 1
On Tuesday 30 August, 40 students and 6 staff set off after 6.00am on the long road down to Perth for the 2022 ACC
Athletics Carnival.
The trip down was a good one and even having to make extra stops along the way, we made good time getting to Hungry
Jacks and KFC in Whitfords by 6.00pm. After a hearty meal we made the final part of our journey to the Ern Halliday
Recreation Centre, and made our way to the newly developed Spinnaker Wing to settle down. Since 2021, the Spinnaker
Wing has gone from being an oversized shack to a beautiful accommodation facility with everything a large group could
need. There was no waiting for a shower with 10 in each of the mens and ladies bathrooms!
Day 2
We woke up to a nice breakfast, then made our way down to start the morning
activities of Archery and Caving. The boys and girls split up; with the girls going
caving in the first of the two sessions. Everybody got down in the cave system and
for many of our students, they overcame any nerves to follow the different paths
through and some even made it without their headlamps! After a packed lunch
we got on the bus and headed north to Joondalup where we had a go at go-karting
at PowerPlay. The centre was brilliant with students and staff getting the chance to
face off against each other in a series of races. While Dave Bumbak provided a
masterclass in driving, it wasn’t enough to see off Chayse Jackson and Xavier Cox in the final race!
We made the short trip to Darklight Laser Games for the students to play two games of laser tag. With all 40 students
engaged in the games, it was a nice break for the staff to sit back and watch them in action on the screens from the lobby!
Upon our return to Ern Halliday we had time to relax and unwind from the day before sitting down for dinner. We met up in
our respective teams and singlets were handed out and students had the opportunity to review what events they would do
the following day and discuss how they would deal with multiple events happening at the same time. While the singlets
were well received, there were some issues with sizing and thanks to the sewing skills of Mrs Jordan, alterations were made
and the squad was ready to go!
Day 3
The day had arrived. After a 7.30am breakfast we departed from Ern Halliday to make the 30 minute journey down to the
WA Athletics Stadium. The roads were busy but the students had plenty to keep them occupied, looking at some of the
spectacular houses on display and car spotting!
Upon arrival at the stadium we filed in to our allocated bay and found time to settle in and take time to do a warmup and
familiarise ourselves with the track and location of the field events. At 9.15am athletes began to make their way down to
their events and we were ready to go! We started well with students making it to all their events and navigating the
obstacles they had when needing to sign in at one event to go and do another one almost immediately!
While the day itself always feels like it races ahead in a blur, the staff were particularly good at ensuring students made it to
events with plenty of time. As the day wore on, fatigue started to be a telling factor and with some students unable to
continue in events, others were able to step in and compete to earn us valuable points. This was an incredible effort and
showed a lot of grit to take on events they may not necessarily have been prepared to take on. The famous NCAA coach John
Wooden is quoted as saying ‘Sport doesn’t build character, it reveals it’. This was very true for the majority of our squad.
When things were getting hard, our athletes were able to dig deep to squeeze out every last bit they could to get the job
done. This was evident when we got to the relays and several of our students ran having earlier been ill, struggling with
cramp and general exhaustion!
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While it didn’t go our way on the day on the scoreboard, our students left the venue with their heads held up high. Having
earned the right to compete at the ACC Athletics carnival, they got the chance to test themselves against new competition
and they performed exceptionally well. We finished in 8th place overall and missed out on 7th place by a mere 21 points. We
had several students win events during the day and several students rank well in the overall points. These included:
Jannali Randall – 5th overall U13 Female
Chloe Bumbak – 5th overall U14 Female
Dat Nguyen – 3rd overall U14 Male
Ulanda Hatt – 3rd overall U15 Female
Ta-Leah Podmore – 5th overall U19 Female
Xavier Cox – 3rd overall U19 Male
When we returned we had time to shower and get changed then made our way to the Whitfords City Shopping Centre
where the students had a couple of hours of free time to go shopping and get some dinner from the food court. They
definitely made the most of the opportunity and we returned to Ern Halliday for 8.00pm. When we met during the evening
and the students were asked to stand up if they feel they ran faster, jumped higher/further, threw further, nearly everyone
rose to their feet. This was quite a powerful moment and I hope they took a lot away from it. We had the opportunity to
share some of our favourite moments from the competition and there was no shortage of highlights to choose from! It was
clear that this group still had a keen appetite to do it all again in 2023. We then wrapped it up and got ourselves ready for
the journey home and an early night.
Day 4
Everyone up at 4.30am – check.
Everyone on the bus ready to go at 5.00am – check.
The journey home began seamlessly with everything going to plan. We had a good
run through to Eneabba where we stopped for fuel and a toilet break. The next leg to
Geraldton and the 440 Roadhouse also went incredibly smoothly with us arriving at
10.30am. Having given out the delightful lunches from the Wonda Bake Bakery in
Geraldton, we set off for the final leg of our journey and what a journey it was to be.
Our windscreen wipers were fighting hard in the strong winds and we needed to stop and make adjustments on several
occasions. With the technical brilliance of Mr Pendergast and Mr Bumbak we were able to battle on through the weather
until they finally gave out. Both Mr Pendergast and Mr Bumbak were able to repair the drivers side wiper and while we had a
break in the rain we were able to get the bus to Wooramel Roadhouse. Sadly when the wipers failed, they caused irreparable
damage to the headlights and we were forced to get a replacement bus come and collect us from there.
As a staff we are incredibly proud of this group of students. They had many challenges thrown at them during the week and
they showed incredible determination, resilience and patience at times to get through it.
With respect to the staff on the trip: Mrs Jordan, Ms Concannon, Ms Carson,
Mr Pendergast and Mr Bumbak, I couldn’t imagine a better group of people to work with
considering the challenges we had to overcome along the way and for that I am incredibly
grateful.
Bring on the ACC Athletics Carnival 2023!
Liam Chinnery
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DATE: TUESDAY 25 OCTOBER, 2022
CARNIVAL TIME: 9AM -2.15PM
TRANSPORT: STUDENTS COME TO SCHOOL
AS USUAL.
STUDENTS WILL TRAVEL ON ST MARY’S
SCHOOL BUS TO THE POOL AND BACK.
IF A PARENT IS PRESENT AT THE END OF
THE CARNIVAL THEY MAY SIGN THEIR
CHILD OUT WITH THE RESPECTIVE
TEACHER.
CLOTHING: WEAR BATHERS UNDER SPORTS
UNIFORM (HOUSE COLOUR SHIRT OR LIGHT
BLUE SPORT SHIRT, SCHOOL SPORT SHORTS,
PLEASE NOTESCHOOL HAT, SHOES AND SOCKS)
STUDENTS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PURCHASE ITEMS FROM THE POOL
CANTEEN
STUDENTS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO ORDER FROM THE SCHOOL
CANTEEN

PLEASE BRING:
TOWEL
RECESS
LUNCH
WATER BOTTLE

VOLUNTEERS
We urgently require volunteers to help at the
carnival. Please let us know if you can assist
via email or by contacting the school office.
Your time would be greatly appreciated.
WE INVITE SPECTATORS TO THE POOL TO SUPPORT
STUDENTS - PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN CHAIR

CARNIVAL COODINATORS
Mrs Sue Jordan - sue.jordan@cewa.edu.au
Mr Liam Chinnery - liam.chinnery@cewa.edu.au
Mr Django Ryan - Django.ryan@cewa.edu.au
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